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Cllr Bernie Taylor
Middlesbrough Council
Town Hall
Middlesbrough
TS1 2QQ
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
Layden House
76-86 Turnmill Street
London
EC1M 5LG

To the members and officers of the Commission,
Having seen the Draft Recommendations for Middlesbrough which you have produced, I would
like to thank you for the time and effort you no doubt spent on the plans. I would, however, like
to draw your attention to a small row of houses whose residents I feel would be better served
in the Newport Ward which you propose. I would also like to request that the name of the
proposed Ayresome ward be changed to Acklam Green to reflect the local community and
provide a clearer identity for the ward.
There is a street of around fifteen properties whose residents would be better served if they
were part of the proposed Newport ward. The houses run along the south side of Stockton
Road – known colloquially as the ‘Wilderness Road.’ This road is cut off from the rest of the
Aryesome ward by the A66 and isolated from the mane population centre of the proposed
Aryesome ward by the Teesside Park Leisure complex. However, Stockton Road is easily
accessed from the proposed Newport Road as the road travels under the A19 flyover. Moving
these houses would still ensure a concrete boundary to the wards – the A66 – and would
ensure these houses were not cut off from the community in which they belong.
The vicinity of this ward has always been referred to as either Acklam Green or Acklam West –
something which continues to this day. Residents, particularly in the South of the ward,
consider themselves as residents of a wider Acklam area. In contrast, Ayresome neither refers
to a community nor a distinguishable area. In fact, the site of the former football ground known
as Aryesome Park is in the proposed Linthorpe ward. This is often the source of confusion.
The name Acklam Green also helps reinforce the ward as a desirable area to live. It reflects the
name of the Acklam Green Belway Homes development and the Acklam Green community
Centre. These developments are attracting new people to settle and be part in our community
and it is only right that the name of the ward reflects this.
I hope you will consider these minor amendments to your proposals.
Yours sincerely,

Councillor Bernie Taylor,
Ayresome Ward

Bill Hawthorne

Hello again Mark,
I see that the Boundary Commission are proposing to do what I feared and made
what I believe have been devastating and unnecessary changes to the area I
represent Ayresome Ward which I believe has all the qualities required in both area
location and numbers of residents to justify two councillors proposed, and contains a
long established and strong community.
I have seen your latest proposals for the Middlesbrough Ward Boundary changes
and as I unlike many councillors my policy is to live in the ward I represent, the
changes that are proposed by the latest map will make things extremely difficult for
me to continue with this policy as the area I live now for more than 50 years will be a
smal minority of the residents that I have come to know and represent in the
community for more than 25 years leaving me with no alternative but to
either continue to campaign in Ayresome Ward and desert my immediate neighbours
or continue with my immediate neighbours and venture into unknown territory
extending some distance from where I now live and desert the majority of my present
residents, who have been a long established community for as long as I have lived
here, and prior to me had only had labour councillors, and since I came along they
have appreciated my input, and to venture into an area I have no knowledge of and
start again abandoning all the work I have been doing for so long in Ayresome Ward,
and leaving many residents not knowing which way to turn, because my relationship
with my residents is not a political issue but has become a friendly and compatible
way of life. I am also a school governor at our local school and get involved with
outside activities with the children and donate funding from my council allowances to
school activities simply because many of these children live in my area, and this
means a lot to me as I can also bond with their parents who I represent as a
councillor, which makes a big difference.
Please give this a second thought
Councillor Bill Hawthorne
Ayresome Ward
MIDDLESBROUGH

Brian Hubbard <Brian_Hubbard@middlesbrough.gov.uk>
Dear Sir,
Having looked at your proposals, I can say that on a whole I totally agree with them. One area that I
believe needs amending is the Park End ward. Whilst I don't have a problem with a section of Park
End being integrated into the ward of Beckfield, the problem is that there is a further section of Park
End that will be renamed Berwick Hills and Pallister.
One of your three obligations states that it has to 'reflect local community interests and identities' - the
proposed changes for Park End fails in that respect.
Park End is a very strong community and I feel that they have been totally disregarded in the new
proposals. Could all of Park End join with Beckfield, and therefore retaining its identity and possibly
making it a unique 4 member ward?
Kind regards,
Brian Hubbard
Councillor for the Beckfield ward, Middlesbrough
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----- Message from Michael Saunders <Michael_Saunders@middlesbrough.gov.uk> on Tue, 30 Jul
2013 21:01:49 +0100 -----

To: <Mark.Pascoe@Igbce.org.uk>
cc: Brian Hubbard <Brian_Hubbard@middlesbrough.gov.uk>
Subject: Boundary
Dear Sir,
I wish to make an appeal against your recent boundary proposal in relation to your decision to split
the Park End Ward.I make this representation as a Ward Councillor for Park End and Berwick Hills,
and as the Chairman of the Park End Community Council.All those who attended the community
council meetings when this issue has been previously discussed all have been totally dissatisfied in
the way in which Park End has been"carved up",with one half totally losing its identity(the proposal to
move part of Park End and rename the area "Berwick Hills and Pallister).
The true boundary of Park End begins at Rossett Walk,and under the new proposals the following
streets that once was Park End will be no more, they are Kildwick Road/ Marrick Road/Melsonby
Avenue/Margrove Walk/ Ludford Avenue/Kelvin Road /Holnest Avenue/ Breckland Walk/ Eston View/
Ladgate Grange/Collerton Walk /Chadwell Avenue/Aldridge Road (parts of) Chatton Close/Chantry
Close/Chard Walk/Penrith Road (parts of).
Myself and the residents of Park End do not have a problem with your proposal to merge Park End
with the ward of Beckfield,but we do object strongly to a significant part of Park End losing its identity.
This is a strong ward and the residents are very proud having been born and bred in Park End.
To integrate the whole of Park End into the ward of Beckfield may make your figures out of inlignment
for three councillors,but surely figures cannot be the overriding factor to be able to justify splitting up a
community.
I do not know if you could make it a ward for four councillors,but please do not disregard the residents
of Park End this way,they deserve better than this.
Regards
Councillor Michael Saunders
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Chris Hobson
Dear Mr. Pascoe
We would like to say how pleased we are that the Boundary Commission for England has put
forward a sensible proposal for Middlesbrough.
As the Councillors for Marton West Ward many residents have told us how delighted they
are with the proposed boundaries.
We would ask you to look at one small part of the ward and that is St. Cuthbert’s which has
gone over to Nunthorpe. This is only 90 houses and we feel to go away from the natural
boundary for these few houses looks totally wrong and also does not fit in with Nunthorpe.
As we are –6 and Nunthorpe are –4 would it make so much difference to put this back into
Marton West.
Lots of future developments are planned for Nunthorpe where as Marton west has very little
land for development.
Councillors Chris & John Hobson
Marton West Ward

From: Julie Lewis [mailto:Julie_Lewis@middlesbrough.gov.uk] On Behalf Of Hazel Pearson
Sent: 24 July 2013 14:53
To: Reviews@
Subject: Middlesbrough Council Review

Local Governmnet Boundary Review - Middlesbrough
Regarding the boundary changes, can we thank you for all your hard work. We think you have been
very fair with your recommendations and are more than happy to support these. Your proposals have
been circulated to all residents in the ward and to date we have received no objections.
Cllrs Hazel Pearson OBE and Ron Arundale
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Boundary Commission Proposals
Alternative Proposals for North Ormesby & Berwick Hills & Pallister
Wards
1.
Having discussed the one member proposal with colleagues,
Councillors and residents the view of the Boundary Commission to hold North
Ormesby as a single member ward is problematic on many levels. To
suggest that an area such as North Ormesby with the detailed and involved
levels of depravation it contains and as a direct result the amount of work a
Cllr needs to input into the area, should be a single member ward shows
either bad planning or simple number schemes are evident.

2.
Commissions proposals for North Ormesby & neighbouring Berwick
Hills & Pallister wards are below along with the proposed alteration that would
in our view meet both the needs of the commission but more importantly the
needs of the residents.

Commissions Proposals
Ward

Number of
Councillors

Electorate

Electors per
Councillor

Variance
from
average

Berwick Hills &
Pallister

3

6556

2185

-1%

North Ormesby

1

2231

2231

1%

2

4370

2185

-1%

2

4416

2208

1%

Alternative Proposals
Berwick Hills &
Pallister
North Ormesby

3.
The above alternative proposal, making use of defined and historical
communities, as the Commission suggests, can be achieved by returning to a
previous North Ormesby Ward boundary that encompasses those parts of the
commissions proposals forming in their view the new Berwick Hills & Pallister
ward. The roads proposed to switch back to a North Ormesby 2 member
ward would be: Ormesby Rd (up to McAuley ct), McAuley Ct, Dorien Cresent,
the new Victoria Close development, Dixon Grove, Bailey Grove, Dyonisia
Road, Lavender Rd, Ingram Rd (up to Bradhope Rd junction), Shibden Rd,
Ida rd & Irvine Rd.
4.
This alternative proposal would allow a more balanced representation
for residents of the ward whilst at the same time ensuring that no single Cllr is
left to fend for one of the busiest wards within the town.
Proposal prepared by Cllr Len Junier & Cllr Derek Loughborough

Cllrs Bloundele,

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
Layden House
76-86 Turnmill Street
London
EC1M 5LG

Wednesday 24th July 2013
To the members and officers of the Commission,
We feel that the LGBCE’s draft proposal for a two member Linthorpe ward and a three member
Park ward unnecessarily splits a community in two. Therefore we propose a three member
Linthorpe ward (named Linthorpe west) and a two member park ward (named Linthorpe Village.)
The names reflect the two distinct communities in the area and the ward boundaries better reflect
the boundaries of the Linthorpe community – conforming better with the socio-economic profile of
the two areas, the community councils and the boundary of the Linthorpe conservation zone, as
well as the community affiliation of residents in general.
Linthorpe is a distinctive georgraphical area of the town with a unique character and heritage.
There are however, two communities within the overall area of Linthorpe. The first is the area
known as Linthorpe Village to the North, based around the shops and businesses at the top of
Linthorpe Road and around Albert Park.
The second area is regarded as
Linthorpe proper, or Linthorpe West, to
the west and the south. This area,
consisting of larger Victorian villas and
terraces, with a central hub around the
Roman Road/Oxford Road area and
focussing on other amenities such as
the Little Theatre.
A large part of the geographical area of
Linthorpe is covered by the Linthorpe
conservation area. This stretches across
the southern portion of the proposed
Linthorpe Ward but also the southern
section of the Park ward. The
conservation area has a large impact
on the community within its
boundaries, placing restrictions and

Figure one: Map showing the boundaries of the long
established Linthorpe Conservation Zone, shown here split
between the draft Linthorpe and Park wards.

responsibilities amongst residents. The conservation area has an important role in reinforcing the
community identity of those people who live in the Linthorpe proper area, particularly those who
are also affected by the conservation area. Many of the residents who live within the boundaries of
the Linthorpe Conservation Area feel a strong affinity with the rest of Linthorpe, particularly with
the rest of the Conservation Zone. In order for this community to be effectively represented, it
makes sense that the Conservation area is placed in its near entirety into the LGBCE’s proposed
Linthorpe ward.
The different social and economic profiles of the Linthorpe West area and the Linthorpe Village
area are plain to see. Experian’s Mosaic UK software, which creates a multi-factrored profile
accurate to street level demonstrates this. Mosaic has 15 catagories with a letter and category
name. Beneath that are further subsections, all numbered and named. Linthorpe West is made up
of households in Mosaic’s category F – Suburban Mindsets. This includes the following substypes:
F24- Garden Suburbia: Mid-life families with above average incomes living in the nicer middle ring
suburbs of larger cities
F25-Production Managers: Middle income married couples owning unpretentious semi-detached
housing
F26- Mid-market Families: Families with many grown-up children still living at home, in cheaper
suburban semis.
In contrast, the community in Linthorpe Village has a very different feel. It is less affluent and
generally younger and has more in common with the rest of the present Park ward than with the
proposed Linthorpe/Linthorpe West ward. Linthorpe Village can be seen to include relatively few
Group F properties and has a larger amount of N - Terraced Melting Pot, M- Industrial Heritage, and
- Liberal Opinions households, which includes the following subsets:
N57 – Back-to-back basics: Young sharers and couples with young children, starting out on low
price, older terraces.
N59 – Low Key Starters: Low income singles in urban terraces offering cheap rents from either
private landlords or the council.
M56 – Small Wage Owners: Owners living in inexpensive private terraces in a range of relatively
low paid incomes
O65 – Anti-Materialists: Sharers and singles, many on benefits, renting cheap bedsits and flats in
the town centre.

Our Proposal
The boundary of the Proposed Linthorpe and Park wards should therefore be edited to ensure that
Linthorpe community is not split in two. We propose therefore, that Linthorpe remains a threemember ward and Park remains a two member and that the boundary between the two runs along
Devonshire Road, The Avenue and Eastbourne Road (see below). This ensures that the
Conservation Area is placed in its entirety into Linthorpe. It also means that Linthorpe Village
becomes more clearly defined. To reflect this, we propose changing the names from Park and
Linthorpe to Linthorpe Village
and Linthorpe West respectively.
Our poroposal is approximate
and we would be content with a
ward which varied slightly from
this in order to pursue a greater
electoral equality, providing the
spirit of the plan remained.
Much of this area in the south of
the LGBCE’s proposed Park
ward, have opted to be part of
the Linthorpe Community
Council, not the Park community
council, and should therefore be
included in the same ward as the
rest of their community.
LGBCE proposed a threemember Park Ward with 7051
voters and a two-member
Linthorpe ward with 4762
voters. This is 7% and 8% above
the town average respectively.

Linthorpe
Village

Linthorpe
West

Figure Three: map showing the Linthorpe Village and
Linthorpe West wards which we propose (green), shown over
the LGBCE’s draft Park and Linthorpe wards (red)

The LGBCE recommend that there be one councillor per 1862 – 2381 electors.
The Linthorpe West ward proposed here would see 2012 voters transfer across, making a 3
member Linthorpe West ward of 6774 voters (2258 voters per councillor.) Linthorpe Village (Park
Ward) would then have 5039 (2520 voters per councillor.)

Streets moving from Park to Linthorpe
Bentinck Avenue
Claude Avenue
Philips Avenue
Roman Road
Aspen Drive
Beech Grove Road
Hebron Road
Limes Road

98
94
68
109
50
110
52
41

Poplars Road
Sycamore Road

36
84

The Avenue

83

Willows Road

48

Westwood Avenue
Cherryfield Drive
Cornfield Road
Eastbourne Road
Westwood Avenue
Ventnor Road
Lambeth Road
Queens Road
Devonshire Road
Windsor Road
Hawnby Road
Reigate Avenue
Weardale Grove
Total

109
147
66
79
109
127
129
126
96
109
22
11
9
2012

Figure four: Chart showing the streets which would move from the LGBCE’s proposed Park Ward
into its proposed Linthorpe Ward.
We feel that this proposal better reflects the communities of Linthorpe Village and Linthorpe West.
It fits better with their community organisation, the conservation area and with the identities of
those who live in the area. The plan would cause minimal upheaval to the draft proposals as it does
not result in additional councillors or any further redrawing of boundaries. We therefore
recommend this proposal to the Boundary Commission.
Regards,

Councillor Stephen Bloundele, Councillor Naweed Hussain & Councillor Julia Rostron,
Linthorpe ward

